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In this paper, we study the statistics of permutation cycles of ground-state hardcore lattice bosons
described by various two-dimensional Bose-Hubbard-type models on both square and Kagome lat-
tices. We find that it is possible to differentiate quantum phases by the statistics of permutations
cycles. Indeed, features in the permutation cycles statistics can be used to uniquely identify certain
insulating phases, and are consistent with local resonances of occupation numbers in the ground-
state expansion of the phase. We also confirm that suitable quantities derived from the probability
distribution of the length of permutation cycles can be used to detect superfluid to insulator phase
transitions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1953 Feynman proposed to use permutation cy-
cles to study statistical properties of superfluid 4He1.
This idea is based on the path-integral representation
of the partition function2 and, while the original appli-
cation was in continuous systems, its validity extends
to lattice systems as well. Several works looked at
properties of permutation cycles to study superfluidity
in continuous systems such as Bose gases3 and dipolar
bosons4,5, 4He6–9, parahydrogen10, and lattice systems
described by Bose-Hubbard-type models11,12. Moreover,
new Monte Carlo algorithms which use sampling of parti-
cles permutations have been developed for continuous7–9
and lattice systems12,13.
To date, the main application of permutation cycles
has been the study and detection of superfluidity, or lack
thereof (see e.g.4,9,11). In this work, we use this well-
established tool and focus our attention on permutation
cycles properties in insulating phases of lattice bosons.
We consider several Bose-Hubbard models for hardcore
bosons on both square and Kagome lattices capable of
stabilizing superfluid and a variety of insulating phases.
Our main result is that the statistical distribution of per-
mutation cycles length in imaginary-time can be used to
differentiate among different insulating phases. We also
confirm that the superfluid to insulator phase transition
can be probed by considering suitable quantities related
to the statistical distribution of permutation cycles.
This manuscript is organized as follows: in Section II,
we introduce models and methods used in this work and
review the concepts of permutation cycles; in Section III,
we present quantum Monte Carlo results and show that
the statistics of permutation cycles of worldlines configu-
rations can be used to differentiate among checkerboard
(CB) solid, stripe (STR) solid, Z2 topologically-ordered
phases at 1/3 and 1/2 filling, valence bond solids (VBS)
at 1/3 and 2/3 filling14, and superfluid (SF) phase. Fi-
nally, in Section III A, we confirm that suitable quantities
derived from the probability distribution of the length of
permutation cycles can be used to detect superfluid to
insulator phase transitions. We conclude in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
We consider the two-dimensional hardcore Bose-
Hubbard model:
Hˆ = −t
∑
〈ij〉
a†iaj +H0 (1)
where H0 is the diagonal part of the hamiltonian in
the Fock basis of spatial-modes, 〈ij〉 refers to sum over
nearest neighboring sites, and t is the hopping ampli-
tude. In this work, we consider square and Kagome lat-
tices and the following H0. On the square lattice: (i)
H0 = V
∑
〈ij〉 ninj at filling factor 1/2, that can stabi-
lize a CB and a SF phase15; and (ii) H0 = V
∑
ij
ninj
r3ij
which, among others, stabilizes a STR phase at filling
factor 1/316 (here, rij is the distance between site i and
j and we set a cut-off at rij = 4 lattice spacings). On
the Kagome lattice: (iii) H0 = V
∑7 ninj , where the
sum over 7 refers to the sum between sites on the same
hexagon of the Kagome lattice, that, at filling factor 1/2
and 1/3 can stabilize a SF and a Z2 topologically or-
dered phase17,18; (iv) H0 = V
∑
〈ij〉 ninj , which at filling
1/3 and 2/3 can stabilize a valence bond solid (VBS)14.
Within this work, for all models, we consider periodic
boundary conditions in space.
In the following, we present results based on path-
integral quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the above
models in the limit of zero temperature T. We have used
the worm-algorithm19. Within the path-integral formu-
lation of the density matrix, the partition function of the
system can be expressed as
Zβ = Tr e
−βH =
∑
α
〈α|e−βH |α〉 =
∫
Dχ ωχ , (2)
whereDχ is measure of path-integral and ωχ is the weight
of a configuration χ defined as the collection of parti-
cles trajectories (worldlines) in space and imaginary-time
(please refer to12 for a complete review on path-integral
quantum Monte Carlo). In Fig. 1 (a), we report a sim-
ple sketch of a configuration of 6 particles in a 6-by-6
square lattice. Due to periodic boundary conditions in
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2time imposed by the trace (2), each Monte Carlo con-
figuration can be folded on itself along the time direc-
tion so that one or more worldlines always form closed
loops, i.e. permutation cycles. By following worldlines
in time, a permutation cycle is completed once the start-
ing point is reached again (see Fig. 1 (b)). Permutation
cycles are related to exchanges of identical particles1,12.
We sketch these concepts in Fig. 1. The folding of the
Monte Carlo configuration sketched in panel (a) is shown
in panel (b), resulting in the formation of permutation
cycles. In panel (c), we highlight how the exchange of
particles is related to the length of permutation cycles.
Colors are only meant to help identify permutation cy-
cles and corresponding worldlines in the configuration.
The length of a permutation cycle is always an integer
multiple of β equal to the number of worldlines partici-
pating in it. For example, a 1β-long permutation cycle
(orange), corresponds to a worldline glued to itself, while,
a 2β-long permutation cycle (blue), 3β-long permutation
cycle (green) or longer, correspond to the situation where
two, three, or more worldlines are glued to each other (see
panel (c) of Fig. 1).
Here, we investigate the statistics of permutation cy-
cles in the ground-state phases of the models described
above. More precisely, we define the quantity:
~pχ = (n1, n2, ..., nN ), (3)
where nl is the number of permutation cycles of length
λ = lβ appearing in a Monte Carlo configuration, and N
is the total number of particles. We then compute the
quantity
pλ := 〈(~pχ)λ〉 ∝
∫
Dχ
ωχ
Zβ
(~pχ)λ, (4)
where (~pχ)λ is the component λ of quantity (3). pλ car-
ries the meaning of probability distribution of finding a
permutation cycle of length λ.
It is known in the literature that the moments of
the temporal winding-number distribution can be used
to measure magnetic-susceptibility and compressibil-
ity13,20,21. Indeed, from distribution pλ, we can define
suitable probes capable of detecting the superfluid to in-
sulating phase transition: (i) the standard deviation of
the distribution pλ:
σλ =
√∑
λ
pλ(λ− 〈λ〉)2 (5)
where 〈λ〉 = ∑λ pλλ represents the average of permuta-
tion cycles’ length; (ii) the characteristic length ξλ of the
exponential fit of the tail of the distribution pλ:
pλ ∝ e−λ/ξλ (6)
Note that the expression (5) is related to, though differ-
ent than, the usual definition of compressibility in terms
of temporal winding numbers (see e.g.13,20,21).
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We perform Monte Carlo simulations deep in the insu-
lating and superfluid phases and measure ~pχ for a number
of configurations of the order of 104 to 105. From these
measurements, we extract distribution pλ. As one can
see in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, pλ can be used to differentiate
ground-states of phases stabilized in the different models
considered.
In Fig. 2, we report the distribution pλ of three quan-
tum phases stabilized on the square lattice: SF phase
(blue), CB solid (orange), and STR solid (green). Deep
in the SF phases, permutation cycles of all lengths (lim-
ited by the total number of particles–the longest cycle
is Nβ-long) have a finite probability of appearing. This
is not surprising as we expect configurations in the SF
phase to be characterized by long permutation cycles4,11.
Notice that this holds for both SF phases, on square and
Kagome lattices (see left-most panels of Fig. 4 for com-
parison between the two). On the other hand, all in-
sulating phases exhibit negligible probability for longer
permutation cycles to appear in configurations. Qualita-
tively, we observe no difference between the CB and STR
solids. Both distributions clearly decay exponentially (in
the cycle length) to zero and have no features.
Distribution pλ for five quantum phases stabilized on
the Kagome lattice are plotted in Fig. 3: superfluid (pur-
ple), Z2 topologically ordered insulator at filling n = 1/2
(orange) and n = 1/3 (green), valence bond solid at
filling n = 1/3 (blue) and n = 2/3 (violet). As ex-
pected, all the insulating phases exhibit negligible prob-
ability for longer permutation cycles to appear in the
configuration. We note that distribution pλ for insulat-
ing phases on the Kagome lattice is characterized by a
secondary peak whose position is different for different
ground-states: λ/β = 5 for Z2 at n = 1/2, λ/β = 4
for Z2 at n = 1/3, and λ/β = 3 for VBS at n = 1/3.
These features are consistent with local resonances of oc-
cupation numbers in the ground-state expansion of these
phases 14,17. We observe no secondary-peak for VBS at
n = 2/3, however, due to hole-particle symmetry between
n = 1/3 and n = 2/3, we expect hole permutation cycle
distribution to feature the peak at filling n = 2/3.
A. Studying superfluid to insulator phase
transitions
Here, we show that the standard deviation σλ of the
probability distribution pλ and the characteristic length
ξλ, as defined in Section II, capture the insulating to SF
phase transition.
Superfluid to checkerboard phase transition We per-
form simulations of the extended Bose-Hubbard model
in the square lattice with H0 = V
∑
〈ij〉 ninj for a range
of V/t, at fixed filling factor 1/2, β/t = 18 (36), and sys-
tem sizes L = 10 (20). In the upper row of Fig. 4, we
plot distribution pλ for various values of V/t. The SF-
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FIG. 1. Example of a configuration representing the trajectories of 6 particles in space and imaginary-time. Panel (a), the
configuration is plotted in 3D, from state |α〉 at τ = 0, to the same state |α〉 at τ = β. Panel (b), the same configuration
is folded along the time direction according to periodic boundary conditions. Panel (c), the relationship between exchange
of particles and length of permutation cycles is sketched. Particles are indistinguishable, different colors are meant to help
identifying cycles and the associated worldlines in the configuration.
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FIG. 2. Distribution pλ for phases stabilized on a square
lattice: superfluid (blue), checkerboard (orange), stripe solid
(green). Data displayed is the result of Monte Carlo simula-
tions on a L = 10 square lattice at β/t = 18 for checkerboard
solid (V/t = 20) and stripe solid (V/t = 20). When not visi-
ble, errorbars are within symbol size.
CB transition occurs at (V/t)c = 2
15. We observe that,
upon entering the CB phase, the tail of the distribution
decays exponentially to zero, while in the SF phase, the
exponential decays to a finite value. By fitting the ex-
ponential tail (orange lines) we extract the characteristic
length. In Fig. 5 we plot normalized ξλ (main plot) and
σλ (inset) as a function of V/t. Both σλ and ξλ are finite
in the SF phase and decay to zero in the CB phase. The
transition point is clearly marked by a significant drop in
both quantities.
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FIG. 3. Distribution pλ for phases stabilized on a Kagome
lattice: superfluid (purple), Z2 topologically ordered insulator
at filling n = 1/2 (orange), and n = 1/3 (green), valence
bond solid at filling n = 1/3 (blue), and n = 2/3 (violet).
Data displayed is the result of Monte Carlo simulations on a
L = 6 unit cells of Kagome lattice at β/t = 18 for superfluid
(V/t = 0.5), valence bond solid and Z2 phases (V/t = 15).
When not visible, errorbars are within symbol size.
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FIG. 4. Distribution pλ (blue) and exponential fit (orange) for different values of V/t. Upper-panel: pλ across the superfluid
to checkerboard transition ((V/t)c = 2) for system size L = 10, β = 18, and N = 50 particles. Lower-panel: pλ across the
superfluid to Z2 topologically ordered insulator transition ((V/t)c = 7.0665) for a system of L = 6 unit cells, β/t = 18, and
N = 54 particles.
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FIG. 5. Normalized characteristic length ξλ (main panel)
and standard deviation σλ (inset) across the superfluid to
checkerboard phase transition ((V/t)c = 2) for L = 10 (blue)
and L = 20 (orange) at inverse temperature β/t = 18 and
β/t = 36 respectively.
Superfluid to Z2 topologically ordered insulator phase
transition We perform simulations of the extended Bose-
Hubbard model with H0 = V
∑7 ninj , where the sum
over 7 refers to the sum between sites on the same
hexagon of the Kagome lattice. We study the model
for a range of V/t, at fixed filling factor 1/2, β/t = 18
(36), and system sizes L = 6 (12) unit cells. In the lower
row of Fig. 4, we plot distribution pλ for various values of
V/t. The SF to Z2 topologically ordered insulator transi-
tion occurs at (V/t)c = 7.0665
17. We observe that, upon
entering the Z2 topologically ordered insulator phase the
tail of the distribution decays exponentially to zero, and,
for larger interaction, nontrivial features in the form of a
secondary peak at λ = 5 appear in the distribution. In
the SF phase, on the other hand, the exponential decays
to a finite value. Orange lines are fits to exponential tails
from which we extract the characteristic length ξλ. Like-
wise in the CB-SF transition, one can infer the transition
point by plotting ξλ (main plot of Fig. 6) or σλ (inset of
Fig. 6) as a function of V/t. These plots are very similar
to the ones in Fig. 5 and the transition point is clearly
marked by a significant drop in both quantities.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the statistics of per-
mutation cycles for quantum phases stabilized by several
Bose-Hubbard-type models on both square and Kagome
lattice. We have shown that it is generally possible to dif-
ferentiate ground-states in terms of the probability dis-
tribution of the length of permutation cycles. Moreover,
we have observed a secondary peak in distributions of in-
sulating phases stabilized on the Kagome lattice. These
peaks are consistent with local resonances of occupation
numbers in the ground-state expansion. We have also
confirmed that suitable quantities charcterizing distribu-
tion pλ can be used to find the superfluid to insulating
phase transition.
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FIG. 6. Normalized characteristic length ξλ (main panel) and
standard deviation σλ (inset) across the superfluid to Z2 topo-
logically ordered insulator transition ((V/t)c = 7.0665) for
L = 6 unit cells (blue) and L = 12 unit cells (orange) at
inverse temperature β/t = 18 and β/t = 36 respectively.
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